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dive into the eyes of my design...



noun: luxury 
a state of great comfort or elegance 

Loux Hotel, a place of luxury and comfort with the atmosphere of one of the finest areas in cape town, Camps Bay 
CapeCape town, a mini Europe, with be introducing a new hotel called the Loux. This is where i would like combine Mediterranean design and South 
African design to create a luxury space filled with natural and environmentally friendly materials and finishes that match the surroundings of camps 
bay, such as the twelve apostles, the beach and the vibe of the famous camps bay strip. i would like to create a space that fits into the look of 
Camps bay yet has a European feel to it which makes it stand out,  

MatchingMatching the exterior of the buildings, woods, concretes and terrazzo will be used in the interior, a very bright and clean look, where the spa has 
a comforting moody look to emphasis the feeling of relaxation and spiritualness of your experience. 
The restaurant and bar, hotel guest exclusive or reservation only will have an open cleanliness with unique aspects to create a Mediterranean dining 
experience with South African  cuisine. Maximizing the look of the space provided, many long and grand designs have been added.
 
RoomsRooms of the loux have a variety of views from cape town. Each room will be treated individualy by paying close attention to the surroundings of 
it, using softer or more textural elements.

L O U X  H O T E L



GROUND LEVEL (RECEPTION / BAR / RESTAURANT)
SCALE NTS

GROUND LEVEL PLAN 
SCALE NTS



FIRST IMPRESSION (RECEPTION)



WAITING AREA / BAR 



RESTAURANT 



RESTAURANT VIEW 2 BAR 



LEVEL 3 SPA 
SCALE NTS

LEVEL 3 PLAN 
SCALE NTS



SPA RECEPTION WC



POOL AND RELAXATION AREA 



TREATMENT ROOM SHOWERS 



ROOM 80
SCALE NTS

ROOM 95
SCALE NTS

GROUND LEVEL PLAN 
SCALE NTS



BEDROOM 80 



BATHROOM (ROOM 80) ENTRANCE (ROOM 80)



BEDROOM (ROOM 95) BATHROOM (ROOM 95)



TRANSPORTABLE DRINKS CART TECHNICALS 



La Grange interiors was designing ah ouse for a couple in Sea Point, Cape Town. This House fully designed needed special attention to the en-
trance as they were trying to hide a DV board and the electrical boxes aswell as wifi router. They were over budget and couldnt afford to do some-
thing very expensive for this small space. I then designed a few different options, 2 being the finalists that they chose from and had Option 2 being 
the final design choice. This small entrance way complimented and set the tone of this very wooden and natural space with a stunning view of the 
sea. 

HOUSE ELLESMERE ENTRANCE 



OPTION 1 
SCALE nts

OPTION 2 
SCALE nts



OPTION 1 OPTION 2 



The Haven Escape, a sanctuary for couples to leave their worries and troubles behind. A sustainable structure, 
based on biomymicry to allow the forest and surrounding to live and breath alone as it hangs amongst the trees like 
a cocoon. here at The Haven Escape we aim for you to feel apart of the Huay Xai Forest by having a 360 degree lookout 
view and elements such as an open shower, balconies, seating and windows to make you feel at peace. Here at a The 
Haven Escape we will transport you into a world of your own, a world where contact to the outer world does not 
exist. Our world is moving at such a fast pace that people forget to “stop and smell the roses”, so here amongst the 
forestforest is your turn to go back in time or reach for the future where people realise what is important which is not 
money, power or machines but quality time with one another and the world. So come and PAUSE at our wonderful 
Haven Escape. 

The Haven Escape





RELAXATION POD KITCHEN 



BATHROOM BATH 

SHOWER 

BEDROOM 



Using a bright and vibrant colour pallet to help motivate and encourage everyone in the offices this space has an open 
and collaborative style, encouraging creativity and inspiration with the environment around you. This office space is  filled 
with light and lively furniture to bring life in a usually boring area, playing around with powder coated steel mesh to create 
a textural element as-well as keeping an open feeling with glass meeting rooms and open working spaces. This central 
office has a beautiful view of the atrium from both sides which is a beautiful green oasis created for you to step out into 
anan “outdoor” area for a break or change in environment for work. Moving to the roof top which transports you into the 
world of Cape Town with a gorgeous view of the city a casual space for you to sit and enjoy some drinks. The Geometric 
building is the place that all office workers dream of being in because of its unique qualities and design elements. 

GEOMETRIC (AN OFFICE SPACE)

WINNING FIRST PLACE



OFFICE PLAN
SCALE nts



FIRST IMPRESSION RECEPTION AREA 



INDOOR / OUTDOOR BALCONY 
CASUAL WORKING SPACE 

board room



OPEN WORKING SPACE KITCHEN / CAFETERIA 

PRIVACY BOOTHS 



ATRIUM PLAN
SCALE nts

ROOF TOP 
SCALE nts



PLANTERS
Inspired by natures natural way for plants to recieve water, this hanging planter reveives 
water on its own from the roof that drips into the gutters and flows downwards towards 
the planters.
1. Water level indicator
2. Water supply shaft - allows water from drains and gutters to drip and be stored
3. Seperator - stores the water and allows the plants roots to absorb the water3. Seperator - stores the water and allows the plants roots to absorb the water
4. Drain plug

ATRIUM 
A garden oasis used to calm and relax your mind and create an outdoor feeling even 
though you are inside a building in the middle of the city. This light weight laminate 
platform and minimal yet functional seating creates an open  area for people to enjoy 
while working. The fake grass and beautiful hanging plants create a feeling of being 
in a forest which has a tranquil and comfortable relation and encourages a calm 
mindset. 



An open and airy roof top bar area where people can come and enjoy the 
view of Cape Town as-well as socialize with co-workers and friends. This 
space has a very minimal and simplistic design, using natural wood and 
concrete finishes with black and white designs so that the main focus is the 
view around you.

ROOF TOP 

FURNISHInGS

1. oak wood laminate flooring from 
top floors and carpets. 
2. bristol outdoor lounge set from 
cielo.
3. iron railing
4. high tide deck resize from hertex4. high tide deck resize from hertex
5. steel rod powder coated chair 
from chair crazy 
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A traveling trailer designed with comfort and all necessities to suite your every need while you are travelling by road across the country. 

TRAILER 



TRAILER
SCALE NTS



KITCHEN 



BATHROOM BEDROOM 



suspended in the lush tropical surroundings of the Amazon Rain Forest in Brazil, the exclusive Cotinga 
Sky Walk day resort aims to not only provide an exciting, unique, and playful experience but also pays 
homage to the earth. As areas such as the Amazon are threatened by logging, mining and other human activ-
ities, it becomes important to celebrate the earths importance by encouraging and educating individuals 
about sustainable activities. By using Director-friendly, locally sourced materials, The Cotinga Sky Walk 
aims to have a low impact on its surrounding environment. The light weight building makes use of elements 
suchsuch as biomimicry, mimicking the shapes of birds nests present in the region. The interiors feature a 
range on natural materials including that of warm timbers, rammed earth which are contrasted with 
cooler stone elements. The Cotinga Sky Walk resort offers twelve guests the opportunity to relax, and 
play in one of the most idyllic locations in the world, proving to be an unforgettable experience.

The Cotinga Sky Walk 



plan of build
scale nts

site plan
scale nts



guests are brought up into the air with our Amazonian “elevator” or 
they can enjoy a journey up the magical spiral staircase where they are 
welcomed with our signature aperitifs. The Caipirinha cocktail, pre-
pared with Cachaca (similar to rum), lime juice and sugar. All locally 
sourced. guests disperse to the rest of the retreat via a sky walk in the 
magical tree canopy of the Amazon Rain Forest.

reception area



Local Brazilian alcohol and cocktails are served such as Alua, prepared with maize, 
rice & sugar, also known as corn wine. Bombeirinho, prepared with Cachaca & goose-
berry syrup. Limonada suica, prepared with lime pieces, ice cubes, sugar, water & a 
type of condensed milk. 
Guests can enjoy and outdoor haptic experience and cool off from the tropical heat 
with a cocktail in the seating pods. Here one is served by silent drones and tastes the 
regional flavours of the earth below while engulfed by the beautiful sounds, 

bar area



Nutritional beverages are served at the spa bar, such as Yerba 
Mate (drunk like coffee) for skin rejuvenation. Aloe Vera de-
toxify, hydrate and heal skin and infused herbal waters and 
teas. one is also given the opportunity to purchase creams and 
treatments from The  small gift shop.

spa reception



The spa specializes in local treatments such as A puri-
fying Amazonian white clay facial and body mask. Red 
Grape masks full of minerals, vitamins and antioxi-
dants. Garlic treatment for weak nails. Papaya, coco-
nut oil and lemon mask for dark spots. Full body mas-
sage, mud baths and a sauna room. 

cotinga spa



Twenty-five percent of the worlds medicinal drugs are sourced from plants in 
Brazil. some of these herbs, amongst other fresh produce are grown in our hy-
droponic pod. this allows the kitchen easy access to local herbs, allowing 
guests a taste of the region, along with the nutritional benefits of these 
plants. the suspended garden also avoids disrupting the natural ecosystem 
below.

hydroponic farm

1. Teak Wooden Decking, 2. Teak Cupboard 
Finish, 3. Loom Elimination baskets and stand - 
Nicole, Tomazi, 4. Round Dining Table - Jose 
Zanine Caldas, 5. Copper Finishes, 6. Quartz 
Counter Tops, 7. Pine Decking, 8. Teak finish,      
9. Pine Finish, 10. Quartz Coutertop

materials board
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The Whiskey House, a bespoke whiskey store in the heart of Cape Town. Filled with copper interiors and clean designs to make the whiskey the 
main focus of the store. Having a unique experice by using the whiskey taps to taste and learn the differences between the whiskeys aswell as 
how to identify the quality will transform the whole expeience of just purchasing a bottle without knowing about it. Every bachelors dream to enter 
into this whiskey play ground, a garunteed amazing experience by the Whiskey House. 

WHISKEY HOUSE 





CHAIR DESIGN 



IRON AND KHAKI LEATHER 

VIEW 1





IRON AND KHAKI LEATHER 



A local Greek FRestaurant in Zimbabwe was wanting to package products and distribute to supermakets and local businesses to sell. They required 
a logo, and package design for such products. Creating a simple yet eye catching design that stands out on a shelve this is what i came up with 
andwhat was used. 

GRiiK LOGO / PACKAGING DESIGN 



LOGO



A6 FROZEN PACKAGING DESIGN LONG WRAP AROUND PACKAGING DESIGN ROUND STICKER DESIGN 





TEXTILES 



SINGLE REPEAT

COLOUR BLOCKING TEXTILE



BLACK AND WHITE LINE 

SINGLE REPEAT



SINGLE REPEAT

MAPS


